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Abstract

With the wide application of electronic health records (EHR)
in healthcare facilities, health event prediction with deep
learning has gained more and more attention. A common fea-
ture of EHR data used for deep-learning-based predictions is
historical diagnoses. Existing work mainly regards a diagno-
sis as an independent disease and does not consider clinical
relations among diseases in a visit. Many machine learning
approaches assume disease representations are static in dif-
ferent visits of a patient. However, in real practice, multiple
diseases that are frequently diagnosed at the same time reflect
hidden patterns that are conducive to prognosis. Moreover,
the development of a disease is not static since some diseases
can emerge or disappear and show various symptoms in dif-
ferent visits of a patient. To effectively utilize this combina-
tional disease information and explore the dynamics of dis-
eases, we propose a novel context-aware learning framework
using transition functions on dynamic disease graphs. Specif-
ically, we construct a global disease co-occurrence graph with
multiple node properties for disease combinations. We de-
sign dynamic subgraphs for each patient’s visit to leverage
global and local contexts. We further define three diagnosis
roles in each visit based on the variation of node properties to
model disease transition processes. Experimental results on
two real-world EHR datasets show that the proposed model
outperforms state of the art in predicting health events.

Introduction
Electronic health records (EHR) have been widely applied
in healthcare facilities as a system to record patients’ visit
information. EHR provide valuable data sources for re-
searchers to predict health events, such as diagnosis (Choi
et al. 2017), mortality (Darabi et al. 2020), and readmis-
sion (Nguyen et al. 2017). These kinds of health event pre-
dictions are beneficial to both healthcare providers and pa-
tients to achieve preventative health monitoring and person-
alized care plans. A common approach in deep-learning-
based health event predictions is mining temporal features
of a patient, especially patterns of historical diagnoses, to
predict future risks. Although deep learning models such as
recurrent neural networks (RNN) (Bai et al. 2018), convo-
lutional neural networks (CNN) (Nguyen et al. 2017), and
attention-based models (Shang et al. 2019) have shown great
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Figure 1: An example of a disease combination graph of
an EHR dataset and subgraphs of two visits. Nodes are dis-
eases. Edges denote disease co-occurrence. The red and gray
nodes represent diagnoses and neighbors in a visit. White
nodes are other diseases. Darker red nodes denote higher-
priority diagnoses.

success in health event predictions, there are still several
challenges in learning with diagnosis features.

Q1: How to effectively utilize disease combination infor-
mation? In medical practice, disease combinations refer
to a group of diseases that are diagnosed in the same patient
such as hypertension and heart failure. Disease combina-
tions appearing in all patients’ visits naturally form a global
graph structure, as shown in Figure 1 (left). This structure
reflects hidden patterns among diseases. A visit can be re-
garded as local subgraphs containing diagnoses and their
neighbors in the combination graph. Neighbor nodes refer
to disease that are not diagnosed in the current visit for the
current patient, but diagnosed in other patients’ visits. The
visit subgraphs enable us to estimate prognosis for future
visits from neighbors. For example, in Figure 1 (right), we
may successfully predict heart failure in visit 2 given the re-
lations among heart failure, hypertension, and asthma in the
combination graph. However, this graph structure is not uti-
lized in popular deep learning models for health event pre-
dictions including GRAM (Choi et al. 2017), Timeline (Bai
et al. 2018), and G-BERT (Shang et al. 2019).

Q2: How to explore the dynamic scheme of diseases?
During the development stage of a disease, the impact of
this disease on a patient may not be static. EHR datasets like
MIMIC-III (Johnson et al. 2016) provide an indicator for di-
agnosis priority in each visit. It is common that the same
diagnosis has different priorities in different visits. More-
over, even if a disease does not appear in a previous visit, it



can also be diagnosed in future visits, especially when it is a
neighbor of an existing diagnosis in the disease combination
graph. As a result, a semantic context for reflecting the de-
velopment scheme of diseases is implied by diagnoses and
neighbors in visit sequences and the transition from neigh-
bors to diagnoses. Figure 1 (right) shows an example of di-
agnoses and neighbors in a disease combination graph with
different impacts in two visits. In visit 1, asthma is the ma-
jor diagnosis with the highest priority, while the major di-
agnosis becomes heart failure in visit 2 since it has more se-
vere symptoms. In addition, we can observe that heart failure
turns into a diagnosis in visit 2 from a neighbor in visit 1. It
indicates that neighbors in a visit can also have a potential
impact on patients in future visits. Therefore, it is necessary
to explore the development scheme of diseases by dynami-
cally representing diseases in different visits and learning the
transition process of diseases from neighbors to diagnoses.

To address such challenges, we propose Chet, a novel
context-aware health event prediction framework via tran-
sition functions on dynamic disease graphs. To utilize dis-
ease combination information, we first construct a weighted
global disease combination graph with multiple node prop-
erties based on the historical diagnoses of all patients. For
each visit of a patient, we design dynamic subgraphs to in-
tegrate local context from diseases in this visit and global
context from the entire EHR dataset. Then, to explore the
development scheme of diseases, for each visit, we define
multiple diagnosis roles based on the variation of node prop-
erties in dynamic subgraphs to represent disease transition
processes. We further design corresponding transition func-
tions for each role to extract historical contexts. Finally, we
integrate all visits of a patient and adopt an attention-based
method to predict future health events. The main contribu-
tions of this work are summarized as follows:

• We design a context-aware dynamic graph learning
method to learn disease combinations. The proposed
global disease graph and visit subgraphs can integrate
global and local context from disease combinations.

• We propose a disease-level temporal learning to explore
disease development schemes. Three diagnosis roles and
corresponding transition functions can extract historical
context and learn the transition process of diseases.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments on two real-
world EHR datasets to show the improvement of Chet
over the state-of-the-art models on prediction accuracy.

Problem Formulation
EHR contain temporal patient records of visits to health fa-
cilities. A key record type in EHR is diagnosis. In each visit,
a patient is diagnosed with one or multiple diseases, repre-
sented by medical codes. The medical codes are typically
predefined by modern disease classification systems, such
as ICD-9-CM or ICD-10. For example, “left heart failure”
has a code of 428.1 in ICD-9-CM. In an EHR dataset, we
denote the code collection as C = {c1, c2, . . . , cd}, where
d is the code number. For a patient u ∈ U , the diagnoses
in the t-th visit are defined as a multi-hot column vector
mt ∈ {0, 1}d. Here, U is the patient collection in the EHR
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Figure 2: An overview of the proposed model. It includes a
global combination graph for all diseases, a dynamic graph
learning module for a visit, a dynamic temporal learning
with transition functions for all visits, and an attention meth-
ods to calculate the patient embedding.

dataset, mt
i = 1 means u is diagnosed with ci in t-th visit,

and t = 1, 2, . . . , T , where T is the visit number of u.

EHR dataset. Let ru = (m1,m2, . . . ,mT ) be a visit se-
quence containing patient u’s diagnoses. The EHR dataset is
defined as D = {ru | u ∈ U}.

Health event prediction. Given an EHR dataset D, a pa-
tient u and u’s previous diagnoses ru, health event predic-
tion is to predict an event yT+1 of the future visit T + 1.

Common health event predictions include diagnosis pre-
diction and heart failure prediction. For example, the
ground-truth of diagnosis prediction in the visit T + 1 is the
diagnoses yT+1 ∈ {0, 1}d.

Methodology
In this section, we demonstrate the details of Chet. An
overview of Chet is shown in Figure 2.

Context-aware Dynamic Graph Learning
In healthcare, it is common that a patient is diagnosed with
a specific combination of diseases, such as diabetes and hy-
pertension. This combination occurs because diseases share
similar causes and risk factors. In practice, disease combina-
tions are typically reflected by their co-occurrence. There-
fore, we create a global co-occurrence graph G for all dis-
eases with weighted edges. A node of G is a code c in C. If a
code pair (ci, cj) co-occur in a patient’ visit record, we add
two edges

−−→
(i, j) and

←−−
(i, j) with different weights to G. Then

we count the total co-occurrence frequency fij of (ci, cj) in
all patients’ visits for further calculation of edge weights.
Here, we use two weighted edges for each pair of nodes be-
cause we conjecture that two diseases should not have equal
influence on each other. One disease can be a common com-
bination of the other, but not vice versa. In addition, we want
to detect important and common disease pairs. Therefore,
we define a threshold δ to filter out combinations with low



frequency and get a qualified set ∆i = {cj | fij∑d
j=1 fij

≥ δ}
for ci. Let qi =

∑
cj∈∆i

fij be the total frequency of qual-
ified diseases co-occurred with ci, we use an adjacency ma-
trix A ∈ Rd×d to represent G:

Aij =

{
0 if i = j or fij∑d

j=1 fij
< δ,

fij
qi

otherwise.
(1)

Note thatA is designed to be asymmetric to represent differ-
ent influence of two diseases. As a static graph, A measures
global co-occurrence frequencies of diseases. However, dis-
eases may emerge and disappear at different stages of a treat-
ment. Even though a disease is not diagnosed in the current
visit, it may appear in the future due to the development of
an existing diagnosis. Therefore, for each visit t, we consider
three dynamic subgraphs of G:
• Local diagnosis graph GtD. It is a complete graph con-

sisting of diagnoses in visit t. We use an adjacency matrix
Mt ∈ Rd×d to represent GtD.Mt

ij = Aij if ci and cj are
diagnosed in visit t. OtherwiseMt

ij = 0.
• Global diagnosis-neighbor graph GtDN . It is a bipartite

graph describing the connection of diagnoses in visit t
and their neighbors (connected diseases but not diagnosis
in visit t) in G. We use an adjacency matrix Bt ∈ Rd×d
to represent connections from diagnoses to neighbors.
Btij = Aij if ci is diagnosed in visit t and cj is a neigh-
bor of ci in G and cj is not diagnosed in visit t. Otherwise
Btij = 0. For opposite connections, since A is asymmet-
ric, the transpose of Bt cannot be used. We use another
matrix B̂t instead to denote neighbor-diagnosis edges. It
is calculated in a similar manner to Btij .

• Global neighbor graph GtN . It is a graph for neighbors
in visit t. We use an adjacency matrix N t ∈ Rd×d to
represent GtN . N t

ij = Aij if ci and cj are two neighbors
and are not diagnosed in visit t. Otherwise N t

ij = 0.
It is worth noting that the corresponding subgraphs of two
visits are different unless the two visits have all the same
diagnoses. Moreover, for one diagnosis, if it appears in two
visits, its neighbors in these two visits can also be different,
because some neighbors in a visit may be diagnosed in the
other visit and cannot be neighbors.

As we discussed above, disease combinations reflect im-
portant disease relationships. In each visit, a diagnosis and
its neighbors can both have an influence on future visits.
Therefore, we use a graph neural network (GNN) to learn
the combinations. An intuitive way is to assign each disease
with a universal embedding vector. However, when a dis-
ease is a diagnosis, it has a direct impact on this patient,
such as causing various symptoms. When this disease is a
neighbor, it may only have a hidden impact on future visits
of this patient. Therefore, we use two embedding matrices
M,N ∈ Rd×s with size s to represent diseases when they
are diagnoses and neighbors, respectively. For diseases not
appearing in current diagnoses nor their direct neighbors, we
name them unrelated diseases and use another embedding
matrix R ∈ Rd×s′ to represent them. We conjecture that
their impact on future visits is less than direct neighbors.

In a graph layer, we extract both local and global contexts
for diagnoses and neighbors in visit t:
• Local context. For each diagnosis node, we aggregate

other diagnoses’ embeddings from GtD as local context.
• Diagnosis global context. For each diagnosis node, We

aggregate the embeddings of connected neighbors from
GtDN as diagnosis global context.

• Neighbor global context. For each neighbor node, we
aggregate the embeddings of connected diagnosis nodes
from GtDN and aggregate connected neighbor nodes from
GtN as neighbor global context.

Then, for each node, we add the corresponding context to the
embedding of this node as message aggregation in GNN. Let
nt ∈ {0, 1}d be a multi-hot vector which denotes all neigh-
bors in visit t. The graph layer is summarized as follows:

ZtD = mt �M + MtM︸ ︷︷ ︸
Local context

+ BtN︸︷︷︸
Diagnosis

global context

∈ Rd×s, (2)

ZtN = nt �N + N tN + B̂tM︸ ︷︷ ︸
Neighbor global context

∈ Rd×s. (3)

Here,� denotes the element-wise multiplication. mt�M ∈
Rd×s selects the rows in M that are corresponding to the
diagnoses in mt and sets other rows to be 0. Finally, in visit
t, the hidden embeddings of diagnoses and neighbors, i.e.,
GNN outputs, are calculated with a fully connected layer:

Ht
{D,N} = LeakyReLU

(
Zt{D,N}W

)
∈ Rd×s

′
. (4)

Here, W ∈ Rs×s′ is a weight matrix. We adopt LeakyReLU
(Xu et al. 2015) as the activation function. Note that, we only
use one graph layer because only one-hop connections are
considered in visit subgraphs.

Subgraphs’ Adjacency Matrix Calculation
In our settings, the dimension of Mt,Bt, B̂t, and N t is
d× d. In real practice, there may exist storage/memory
problems in Equations (2) and (3) even with sparse matrix:
• Storing the entire EHR dataset. The dimension of the

entire EHR dataset is |U|×T×d×d, if we store adjacency
matrices for all visits. When |U| and d increase, the size
of the dataset will increase rapidly.

• Training models with mini-batches. When training a
deep learning model, assuming the batch size is b, we
have to load four batched matrices,Mt,Bt, B̂t, and N t

whose dimensions are b × T × d × d, into CPU/GPU
memory, but it is usually not applicable when d is large.

To address these problems, we replace the four matrices with
the diagnosis/neighbor vectors mt,nt and the static adja-
cency matrixA. The memory-efficient calculation for Equa-
tions (2) and (3) is summarized as follows:

ZtD = mt � (M +A(mt �M) +A(nt �N)), (5)

ZtN = nt � (N +A(nt �N) +A(mt �M)). (6)
This optimization reduces the dimension of d×d to d×s for
the four matrices, where s is the embedding size for diseases
and s � d. Detailed derivation and proofs can be found in
Appendix (Lu, Han, and Ning 2021).



Disease-level Temporal Learning with Transition
Functions
A core function of deep learning models for healthcare is
exploring temporal features for visit sequences to learn pre-
vious diagnoses and predict future events. For example, if a
patient has a chronic disease like chronic heart failure in a
visit, it is highly possible that this disease will last for a long
term and be diagnosed in future visits. In addition, even if a
disease is not diagnosed in a visit, it may also appear result-
ing from an existing diagnosis. For example, longstanding
hypertension can ultimately lead to heart failure (Messerli,
Rimoldi, and Bangalore 2017). Therefore, for the diagnosis
vector mt in visit t when t ≥ 2, we further define three
diagnosis roles by dividing mt into three disjoint parts to
represent longstanding and new-onset diseases:
1. Persistent diseases mt

p = mt ∧mt−1 ∈ {0, 1}d: Diag-
noses in visit t that are also diagnoses in visit t− 1.

2. Emerging neighbors mt
en = mt ∧ nt−1 ∈ {0, 1}d: Di-

agnoses in visit t that are neighbors in visit t− 1.
3. Emerging unrelated diseases mt

eu = mt ∧ ¬(mt−1 ∨
nt−1) ∈ {0, 1}d: Diagnoses in visit t that are unrelated
diseases in visit t− 1.

Here, ∧,∨,¬ are element-wise logical conjunction, disjunc-
tion, and negation for multi-hot vectors.

In temporal learning, previous methods mainly think dis-
eases are static. They aggregate diagnoses into a visit em-
bedding (Choi et al. 2017; Bai et al. 2018) and use it for
temporal learning with an RNN or attention-based method.
However, we think that even the same disease in different
visits can have different influence on a patient. Therefore,
instead of using visit embeddings, we choose to perform
temporal learning on diagnoses with the three parts of mt

and design three transition functions corresponding to each
part to extract historical context from previous visits.

For emerging diseases mt
en and mt

eu, they are not con-
tinuous transitions and do not directly inherit information
from the last diagnoses. We design a scaled dot-product at-
tention (Vaswani et al. 2017) as two transition functions to
calculate transition outputs hten,h

t
eu ∈ Rd×p, where p is the

dimension after attention.

hten = Attn(mt
en �Ht−1

N ,mt
en �Ht−1

N ,mt
en �Ht

D), (7)

hteu = Attn(mt
eu �R,mt

eu �R,mt
eu �Ht

D). (8)

The attention in the above equations is defined as follows:

Attn(Q,K,V) = softmax
(

QWq(KWk)
>

√
a

)
VWv.

Here, a is the attention size. Wq,Wk ∈ Rs′×a,Wv ∈
Rs′×p are attention weights. For hten, we use hidden neigh-
bor embeddings Ht−1

N from Equation (4) as query Q and
key K. For hteu, we use universal embeddings of unrelated
diseases as query and key. For both equations, we use hidden
diagnosis embeddings Ht

D as value V in attention.
For persistent diseases mt

p, they directly inherit informa-
tion from previous diagnoses. We design a modified gated
recurrent unit (M-GRU) as the transition function to model

continuous features. In visit t, the transition output htp ∈
Rd×p is calculated by M-GRU using hidden embeddings
Ht
D of diagnoses in visit t, transition outputs hten,h

t
eu of

emerging diseases in visit t, and the hidden state as well as
the M-GRU output ht−1p ∈ Rd×p in visit t− 1:

htp = M-GRU
(
mt

p �Ht
D,h

t
en,h

t
eu,h

t−1
p

)
. (9)

Since the original GRU (Cho et al. 2014) is designed for a
vector input, we rewrite GRU into a matrix version. More-
over, the persistent diseases in visit t+1 can also be emerg-
ing neighbor/unrelated diseases in visit t. Therefore, we also
need to store the hidden state of emerging diseases in visit
t for future usage. The detailed M-GRU in Equation (9) is
summarized as follows:

zt = σ(mt
p �Ht

DWz + ht−1p Uz + bz), (10)

rt = σ(mt
p �Ht

DWr + ht−1p Ur + br), (11)

ĥt = φ(mt
p �Ht

DWh + (rt � ht−1p )Uh + bh), (12)

h̃t = φ(hten + hteu), (13)

htp = (1− zt)� ht−1p + zt � ĥt + h̃t. (14)

Here, W{z,r,h} ∈ Rs′×p and U{z,r,h} ∈ Rp×p are GRU
weights. b{z,r,h} ∈ Rp are bias. σ and φ denote sigmoid
and tanh activation functions. Equations (13) and (14) are
the main modification to the original GRU beside the ma-
trix version. In Equation (13), we also apply tanh by follow-
ing the original GRU to the output of emerging diseases and
calculate their hidden state h̃t. In Equation (14), we store
the hidden state of emerging diseases to the hidden state
htp of persistent diseases for the next visit. Note that, since
mt
{p, en, eu} are disjoint, the add operations in Equations (13)

and (14) do not add values to the same entry in ht{p, en, eu}. In
addition, if there are no persistent diseases or emerging dis-
eases in visit t, we ignore the corresponding part of ht−1p , ĥt,
hten, or hteu in Equations (13) and (14).

When t = 1, since there are no emerging diseases yet in
the first visit, we let m1

p = m1 and use the original GRU
with an initial hidden state h0

p = 0 to calculate h1
p and v1:

h1
p = GRU

(
m1

p �H1
D,h

0
p

)
. (15)

Note that, the original GRU and M-GRU share the same pa-
rameters in Equations (10)-(12). Then, we use max pooling
for the transition output of the three parts and calculate the
visit embedding vt. Since htp contains all diagnoses in visit
t when t = 1 and t ≥ 2, we employ htp for max pooling:

vt = max pooling(htp) ∈ Rp. (16)

Finally, we apply a location-based attention (Luong,
Pham, and Manning 2015) to calculate the final hidden rep-
resentation o of all visits, i.e., patient embedding:

α = softmax
(
[v1,v2, . . . ,vT ]Wα

)
∈ RT , (17)

o = α[v1,v2, . . . ,vT ]> ∈ Rp, (18)

where Wα ∈ Rp is a context vector for attention and α is
the attention score for visits. The patient embedding o will
be used in a classifier for final predictions of a specific task.



Experiments
Experimental Setups
Tasks We use two common tasks to predict health events:
• Diagnosis prediction. This task predicts all medical

codes, i.e. diagnoses of the visit T + 1 given previous
T visits. It is a multi-label classification.

• Heart failure prediction. This task predicts whether a
patient will be diagnosed with heart failure in the visit
T+1 given previous T visits.1 It is a binary classification.

For both tasks, we use a fully connected layer with a sig-
moid activation function as the classifier and a binary cross-
entropy loss as the objective function.

The evaluation metrics for the diagnosis prediction are
weighted F1 score (w-F1) (Bai et al. 2018) and top k recall
(R@k) (Choi et al. 2016a). w-F1 is a weighted sum of F1

scores for all medical codes. It measures overall effective-
ness of predictions on all classes. R@k is an average ratio
of desired medical codes in top k predictions by the total
number of desired medical codes in each visit. It measures
prediction accuracy on a subset of classes.

The evaluation metrics for the heart failure prediction are
the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC) and F1 score since this task is a binary classification
on imbalanced test data in our experiments.

Datasets We use MIMIC-III (Johnson et al. 2016) and
MIMIC-IV (Johnson et al. 2021) to validate the predictive
power of Chet. MIMIC-III contains 7,493 patients with mul-
tiple visits (T ≥ 2) from 2001 to 2012, while there are
85,155 patients in MIMIC-IV with multiple visits from 2008
to 2019. Since there is an overlapped time range between
MIMIC-III and MIMIC-IV, we randomly sample 10,000 pa-
tients from MIMIC-IV from 2013 to 2019. The statistics of
MIMIC-III and MIMIC-IV are shown in Table 1.

We further randomly split the two datasets based on pa-
tients into training/validation/test sets, which contain 6,000/
493/1,000 patients for MIMIC-III and 8,000/1,000/1,000 for
MIMIC-IV, respectively. We use the last visits as labels and
adopt the rest as features. The global combination graph G
is constructed based on the feature visits in the training set.
For the heart failure prediction task, we set the label as 1 if a
patient is diagnosed with heart failure in the last visit. There
are 36.70% positive samples and 63.30% negative samples
in the test set of MIMIC-III, and 15.70% positive samples
and 85.30% negative samples in the test set of MIMIC-IV.

Baseline Methods To compare Chet with state-of-the-art
models, we select the following methods as baselines:
• RNN/Attention-based model: RETAIN (Choi et al.

2016b), Dipole (Ma et al. 2017), Timeline (Bai et al.
2018), and HiTANet (Luo et al. 2020).

• CNN-based model: Deepr (Nguyen et al. 2017).
• Graph-based model: GRAM (Choi et al. 2017), G-

BERT (Shang et al. 2019), and CGL (Lu et al. 2021).2

1The codes of heart failure start with 428 in ICD-9-CM.
2We remove pretraining and medication in G-BERT and clinical

notes in CGL to ensure each baseline is trained with the same data.

Dataset MIMIC-III MIMIC-IV

# patients 7,493 10,000
Max. # visit 42 55
Avg. # visit 2.66 3.66

# codes 4,880 6,102
Max. # codes per visit 39 50
Avg. # codes per visit 13.06 13.38

Table 1: Statistics of MIMIC-III and MIMIC-IV datasets

Detailed descriptions and parameter settings for baselines
can be found in Appendix (Lu, Han, and Ning 2021).

Parameter Settings In our experiments, we randomly ini-
tialize model parameters. The hyper-parameters as well as
activation functions are tuned on the validation set. Specifi-
cally, we set the threshold δ as 0.01. The embedding size s
for M,N is 48, s′ for R is 32. The attention size a is also 32.
The hidden units p of M-GRU and GRU are 256 on MIMIC-
III and 350 on MIMIC-IV for the diagnosis prediction task.
For the heart failure prediction task, p is 100 on MIMIC-
III and 150 on MIMIC-IV. When training Chet, we use 200
epochs and the Adam (Kingma and Ba 2015) optimizer. The
learning rate is set as 0.01. All programs are implemented
using Python 3.8.6 and PyTorch 1.7.1 with CUDA 11.1 on
a machine with Intel i9-9900K CPU, 64GB memory, and
Geforce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. The source code of Chet can be
found at https://github.com/LuChang-CS/Chet/.

Diagnosis and Heart Failure Prediction Results
We report the mean and standard deviations of evaluation
metrics by running each model 5 times with different pa-
rameter initializations. We also report the parameter number
(# Params) of each model to evaluate the space complexity.

Table 2 shows the results of diagnosis prediction using w-
F1 (%) and R@k (%). Since the average diagnosis number
in a visit is around 13, we set k = [10, 20] for R@k. In Ta-
ble 2, Chet outperforms baselines on both datasets. It proves
the effectiveness of global and local context with historical
information from previous visits. It is worth noting that Chet
is better than GRAM and CGL even without medical on-
tology graphs used in these two models. It further validates
the significance of learning disease combinations and transi-
tions. We notice that G-BERT does not achieve good w-F1

scores. We infer it is mainly due to removing pretraining in
the original model. In addition, all models have better w-F1

and R@k on MIMIC-IV than MIMIC-III. We conjecture the
major reason is that MIMIC-IV has a larger training set.

Table 3 shows the results of heart failure prediction using
AUC (%) and F1 (%). Like Table 2, Chet still performs the
best. Moreover, we notice that the AUC on MIMIC-IV is
higher than MIMIC-III, while the F1 score is lower for all
models. We infer that it is mainly because samples are more
imbalanced in the test set of MIMIC-IV.

In addition, Chet achieves good prediction scores even
with fewer parameters than a majority of baselines. It also
demonstrates the efficiency of Chet when the numbers of
patients, diseases, and visits in EHR datasets increase.



Models MIMIC-III MIMIC-IV

w-F1 R@10 R@20 # Params w-F1 R@10 R@20 # Params

RETAIN 20.69 (0.15) 26.13 (0.18) 35.08 (0.22) 2.90M 24.71 (0.24) 28.02 (0.47) 34.46 (0.13) 3.56M
Deepr 18.87 (0.21) 24.74 (0.25) 33.47 (0.17) 1.16M 24.08 (0.17) 26.29 (0.25) 33.93 (0.21) 1.44M
GRAM 21.52 (0.10) 26.51 (0.09) 35.80 (0.09) 1.59M 23.50 (0.11) 27.29 (0.27) 36.36 (0.30) 1.67M
Dipole 19.35 (0.33) 24.98 (0.27) 34.02 (0.21) 2.18M 23.69 (0.24) 27.38 (0.35) 35.48 (0.29) 2.51M
Timeline 20.46 (0.18) 25.75 (0.13) 34.83 (0.14) 1.23M 25.26 (0.30) 29.00 (0.21) 37.13 (0.39) 1.52M
G-BERT 19.88 (0.19) 25.86 (0.12) 35.31 (0.13) 6.51M 24.49 (0.20) 27.16 (0.06) 35.86 (0.19) 7.53M
HiTANet 21.15 (0.19) 26.02 (0.25) 35.97 (0.18) 3.33M 24.92 (0.27) 27.45 (0.33) 36.37 (0.24) 3.96M
CGL 21.92 (0.12) 26.64 (0.30) 36.72 (0.15) 1.53M 25.41 (0.08) 28.52 (0.42) 37.15 (0.29) 1.83M

Chet 22.63 (0.08) 28.64 (0.13) 37.87 (0.09) 2.12M 26.35 (0.13) 30.28 (0.09) 38.69 (0.15) 2.59M

Table 2: Diagnosis prediction results on MIMIC-III and MIMIC-IV using w-F1 (%) and R@k (%).

Models MIMIC-III MIMIC-IV

AUC F1 # Params AUC F1 # Params

RETAIN 83.21 (0.26) 71.32 (0.17) 1.67M 89.02 (0.26) 67.38 (0.21) 1.99M
Deepr 81.36 (0.13) 69.54 (0.08) 0.53M 88.43 (0.18) 61.36 (0.12) 0.65M
GRAM 83.55 (0.19) 71.78 (0.14) 0.96M 89.61 (0.12) 68.94 (0.19) 0.88M
Dipole 82.08 (0.29) 70.35 (0.21) 1.41M 88.69 (0.24) 66.22 (0.15) 1.72M
Timeline 82.34 (0.31) 71.03 (0.24) 0.95M 87.53 (0.13) 66.07 (0.21) 0.73M
G-BERT 81.50 (0.24) 71.18 (0.12) 3.58M 87.26 (0.12) 68.04 (0.17) 3.95M
HiTANet 82.77 (0.35) 71.93 (0.29) 2.08M 88.10 (0.28) 68.21 (0.33) 2.39M
CGL 84.19 (0.16) 71.77 (0.10) 0.55M 89.05 (0.15) 69.36 (0.22) 0.60M

Chet 86.14 (0.14) 73.08 (0.09) 0.68M 90.83 (0.09) 71.14 (0.15) 0.88M

Table 3: Heart failure prediction results on MIMIC-III and MIMIC-IV using AUC (%) and F1 (%)

Analysis for Diagnosis Prediction
In medical practice, emerging diseases refer to new diseases
in the future visit T + 1 that have not been diagnosed in the
visit T . In the diagnosis prediction, it is natural for a model
to predict diseases that have been diagnosed in the previous
visit. However, a generic model should give consideration
to both occurred diseases and emerging diseases for better
risk predictions. Therefore, we evaluate the results of pre-
dicting emerging diseases to measure the ability of a model
to capture the development scheme of diseases.

In this experiment, we choose MIMIC-III and divide the
ground truth of the diagnosis prediction into two parts: per-
sistent diseases and emerging diseases (emerging neigh-
bor/unrelated), and thus obtain R@k for each part respec-
tively. We plot the prediction results including the mean and
standard deviation of 5 runs on two parts in Figure 3. Here,
we select k = [10, 20, 30, 40] to further analyze the trend of
R@k when k increases. Note that the sum of mean values
for two recall values on predicting persistent and emerging
diseases should be equal to the corresponding R@k in Ta-
ble 2. We observe from Figure 3 that Chet achieves the best
recall values when predicting both persistent and emerging
diseases. Specifically, compared to Table 2, we notice that
the main improvement of Chet over baselines results from
predicting emerging diseases. We conclude that the combi-
nation graph and transition processes are beneficial for pre-
dicting emerging diseases but baselines fails to effectively
utilize them. In addition, as k increases, R@k of emerging

diseases is gradually close to R@k of persistent diseases.
It shows that emerging diseases play a more important role
when considering a larger set of potential diagnoses in fu-
ture visits. Therefore, it proves the importance of exploring
the development scheme of diseases.

Ablation Study
To further analyze the effectiveness of each module in Chet,
we also compare two variants of Chet:

• Chetd-: We remove the dynamic part of GNN in Chet.
Instead of using dynamic subgraphs Mt,Bt, B̂t,N t in
Equations (2) and (3), we adopt a universal embedding
matrix for all diseases and use the global combination
graph A for the aggregation of diagnoses and neighbors.
In Equation (8), we project the universal embeddings into
the dimension p with a fully connected layer to replace
the embeddings R for unrelated disease.

• Chett-: We remove the transition functions in Chet. Simi-
lar to GRAM and Dipole, we use a direct sum of diagno-
sis embeddings Ht

D calculated by the GNN. In the mean-
time, we retain the dynamic subgraphs in Equation (2)
and remove Equation (3), since it is no longer needed af-
ter removing the transition functions.

Table 4 shows the results of diagnosis and heart failure pre-
diction for Chet, Chetd-, and Chett- on MIMIC-III. We re-
port the mean value of 5 runs. We observe that removing
the dynamic part of GNN and transition functions both lead
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Figure 3: R@k of predicting persistent/emerging diseases for diagnosis prediction on the MIMIC-III dataset.

Models Diagnosis Heart failure

w-F1 R@10 R@20 AUC F1

Chetd- 21.97 27.09 36.26 84.96 72.07
Chett- 21.16 26.72 35.91 84.01 71.93
Chet 22.63 28.64 37.87 86.14 73.08

Table 4: Diagnosis prediction and heart failure prediction for
Chet variants on the MIMIC-III dataset.

to a decrease of the F1, recall, and AUC values. It validates
the effectiveness of dynamic learning for the disease com-
bination graph and transition processes. Among these two
variants, Chetd- performs slightly better than Chett-. We in-
fer that it is because Chetd- retains the general structure of
Chet, including the disease combination structure and tran-
sition functions. Moreover, after removing transition func-
tions, Chett- has similar results to RETAIN and GRAM in
Tables 2 and 3, which shows the significance of exploring
the development scheme of diseases by transition functions.

Related Work
Health event prediction: Deep learning methods have
been widely adopted to predict health events. Choi et
al. (Choi et al. 2016a) proposed DoctorAI by applying GRU
to visit sequences to predict future diagnoses and time du-
ration of the next visit. Choi et al. (Choi et al. 2016b) pro-
posed RETAIN to predict heart failure and provide interpre-
tation for predictions. It combines two RNNs of different
directions with attention. Deepris proposed by Nguyen et
al. (Nguyen et al. 2017) to predict readmission of patients
in the next three months. It regards diagnoses in a visit as
a sentence and applies one-dimensional CNN to extract fea-
tures. Ma et al. (Ma et al. 2017) proposed Dipole by apply-
ing various attention mechanisms on a bi-directional RNN
to predict diagnoses of the next visit. Bai et al. (Bai et al.
2018) considered the time duration between two visits and
proposed the Timeline model. Luo et al. (Luo et al. 2020)
used a self-attention-based method to encode the time infor-
mation and detect key time steps among patients’ historical
visits. However, these models do not utilize disease combi-
nation information in EHR data and thus cannot mine hidden
disease patterns which help to predict future diagnoses.

Graph structure in healthcare: Recently, graph struc-
tures have also shown effectiveness to model EHR data.
GRAM (Choi et al. 2017) and G-BERT (Shang et al. 2019)
both construct a medical ontology graph based on disease
domain knowledge. Choi et al. proposed GCT (Choi et al.
2020), a graph convolutional transformer by constructing a
graph of diagnoses, treatments, and lab results. Lu et al. (Lu
et al. 2021) considered horizontal links in the medical ontol-
ogy graph and constructed a patient-disease graph to learn
hidden disease relations. Although these methods utilize var-
ious graph structures of EHR data, they do not model the
development scheme of diseases.

Context learning in healthcare: Lee et al. (Lee et al.
2018) proposed MCA-RNN with demographics as context
for patients. Shang et al. regarded a visit as a sentence and
applied a modified version of BERT (Devlin et al. 2019),
G-BERT, by removing position embeddings. Ma et al. (Ma
et al. 2020) proposed ConCare by applying self-attention on
visit sequences to extract personal context. However, these
methods do not consider the dynamics of diseases and fail
to capture the context in disease development.

Conclusion
In this paper, we study challenges in health event predictions
of utilizing disease combinations and exploring the develop-
ment scheme of diseases. To address these challenges, we
propose Chet by designing a context-aware dynamic graph
learning method to learn disease combinations and transi-
tion functions to model disease developments. A global dis-
ease combination graph is constructed for all diseases. Three
dynamic subgraphs are extracted from the global graph for
each visit. We adopt a dynamic graph neural network to
learn global and local context from subgraphs of a visit and
propose three transition functions to integrate historical con-
text from previous visits. Experimental results on two real-
world EHR datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed method on two health event prediction tasks. We
also provide detailed analysis towards the diagnosis predic-
tion results and validate the significance of learning disease
combinations and transition processes. In the future, we will
incorporate other data types in EHR, adopt medical ontology
graphs as external knowledge, and explore effective ways to
provide more interpretability in health event predictions.
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Subgraphs’ Adjacency Matrix Calculation
In our settings, the dimension of Mt,Bt, B̂t, and N t is
d× d. However, the disease number d can be large in real
practice. For example, there are nearly 13,000 medical codes
(d ∼ 13, 000) in ICD-9-CM. In a real-world EHR dataset,
MIMIC-III, there are still nearly 5,000 (d ∼ 5, 000) medical
codes. When the patient number |U| and d are large, there
exist storage/memory problems even with sparse matrices:
• Storing the entire EHR dataset. The dimension of the

entire EHR dataset is |U|×T×d×d, if we store adjacency
matrices for all visits. When |U| and d increase, the size
of the dataset will increase rapidly.

• Training models with mini-batches. When training a
deep learning model, assuming the batch size is b, we
have to load four batched matrices,Mt,Bt, B̂t, and N t

whose dimensions are b × T × d × d, into CPU/GPU
memory, but it is usually not applicable when d is large.

Based on the above analysis, we notice that the main bottle-
necks are dynamic matricesMt,Bt, B̂t, andN t. Therefore,
we consider replacing them with the diagnosis/neighbor vec-
tors mt,nt and the static adjacency matrix A.

Theorem 1. The adjacency matrices Mt,Bt, B̂t, and N t

for a visit t can be represented as

Mt = mt �A�mt>,

Bt = mt �A� nt
>
,

B̂t = nt �A�mt>,

N t = nt �A� nt
>
.

Proof. Here, we only give proof for Bt = mt � A � nt
>.

The other three equations can be proven in a similar manner.
For ∀ci, cj ∈ C, when Btij = 1, according to the definition

of Bt, we can infer that ci is a diagnosis, and cj is a neighbor
of ci, and mt

i = 1, ntj = 1, and Aij = 1. Therefore, (mt �
A� nt

>
)ij = 1. When Btij = 0, there are two cases:

1. ci is not a diagnosis node or cj is not a neighbor node in
visit t. In this case, we have mt

i = 0 or ntj = 0. There-

fore, we can deduce (mt �A� nt
>
)ij = 0.

2. ci is a diagnosis node and cj is not a neighbor of ci but
a neighbor of other diagnoses. We can infer Aij = 0.
Therefore, we can also get (mt �A� nt

>
)ij = 0.

Since Btij = (mt � A � nt
>
)ij holds for all pairs, we can

conclude that Bt = mt �A� nt
>.

Based on Theorem 1, when storing an EHR dataset, we
only need to store mt and nt for each visit, without keeping
four adjacency matrices. However, when training models, if
we directly calculate mt�A�nt

> and other three matrices,
it will bring a matrix whose dimension is still b×T ×d×d,
because mt � A � nt

> ∈ Rd×d is different for different
visits and patients. Therefore, we need more derivations for
aggregations in the graph layer beyond manipulating adja-
cency matrices.

Theorem 2. The adjacency matrices for subgraphs in
neighborhood aggregation, i.e., Equations (2) and (3), can
be replaced by A without introducing matrices of dimen-
sions b× T × d× d.

Proof. We also only give proof for the item BtN. According
to Theorem 1, we have

BtN = (mt �A� nt
>
)N

= (mt �ADnt)N

= (mt �A)(DntN)

= (mt � (A (nt �N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
d×s

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
d×s

.

Here, Dnt is a diagonal matrix based on nt. The dimension
of nt �N is d × s. After multiplying A, the dimension is
still d× s. Since A is the same along all visits and patients,
this equation only has matrices whose dimensions are b ×
T × d × s during training models. Therefore, when s � d,
we can avoid introducing matrices of which dimensions are
b× T × d× d.

By applying Theorems 1 and 2, we can optimize the stor-
age/memory problems. The optimized graph layer for Equa-
tions (2) and (3) is summarized as follows:

ZtD = mt � (M +A(mt �M) +A(nt �N)),

ZtN = nt � (N +A(nt �N) +A(mt �M)).

Pseudo-code of Chet
In summary, we demonstrate the pseudo-code of Chet in-
cluding the dynamic graph learning and temporal learning
in Algorithm 1. For each patient, the inputs of Chet are a
pre-constructed global combination graph of diseases, visit
records of this patient, and initialized embedding matrices
for diseases as diagnoses, neighbors, and unrelated diseases.
At lines 5-6, we execute the optimized dynamic graph learn-
ing for each visit. At lines 7-14, transition functions are con-
ducted for different diagnosis roles. Finally, we calculate the
patient embedding as the model output of Chet.

Baselines
To compare Chet with state-of-the-art models, we select the
following methods as baselines:

• RETAIN (Choi et al. 2016b): A network containing two
RNNs of different directions with an attention method.

• Deepr (Nguyen et al. 2017): A one-dimensional CNN
with max pooling.

• GRAM (Choi et al. 2017): An RNN model with an atten-
tion method on the medical ontology graph.

• Dipole (Ma et al. 2017): A bi-directional RNN model
with attention mechanisms.

• Timeline (Bai et al. 2018): An RNN model with an atten-
tion method and time decay function on visit durations.



Algorithm 1: Chet(A, ru, M,N,R)
Input : Adjacency matrix A for the combination

graph;
A visit sequence ru for a patient;
Embedding matrices M,N,R for diseases

Output: The patient embedding o
1 m1,m2, . . . ,mT ← Retrieve diagnoses in each visit

from ru
2 n1,n2, . . . ,nT ← Calculate neighbors based on the

combination graph and diagnoses
3 h0

p ← 0

4 for t← 1 to T do
// Optimized dynamic graph layer

5 Zt{D,N} ← Aggregate global/local context with
the optimized graph layer with M,N, and A

6 Ht
{D,N} ← Calculate hidden embeddings for

diagnoses and neighbors
// Transition functions

7 mt
p,m

t
en,m

t
eu ← Divide diagnosis roles from mt

8 if t = 1 then
9 h1

p ← GRU(m1
p �H1

D,h
0
p)

10 else
11 hten ← Attention(mt

en �Ht−1
N ,mt

en �
Ht−1
N ,mt

en �Ht
D)

12 hteu ←
Attention(mt

eu �R,mt
eu �R,mt

eu �Ht
D)

13 htp ← M-GRU(mt
p �Ht

D,h
t
en,h

t
eu,h

t−1
p )

14 end
15 vt ← max pooling(htp)
16 end
17 o← Calculate a weighted sum of v1,v2, . . . ,vT

with a location-based attention
18 return o

• G-BERT (Shang et al. 2019): A BERT-based model with
attention on the medical ontology graphs of diseases and
medications. Here, we modify G-BERT by removing the
pre-training process and the medication module to make
a fair comparison.

• HiTANet (Luo et al. 2020): A Transformer-based model
considering time intervals between admissions. The in-
puts are multi-hot vectors.

• CGL (Lu et al. 2021): An RNN model with a medical
ontology graph and a patient-disease graph. Here, we do
not use clinical notes in CGL for a fair comparison.

Note that, we do not compare with traditional machine learn-
ing methods such as logistic regression because they have
been proven not good in RETAIN (Choi et al. 2016b) and
Deepr (Nguyen et al. 2017).

Detailed parameter settings for baselines are given as fol-
lows:
• RETAIN: The embedding size for visits is 256. Hidden

units for two RNN layers are 128.
• Deepr: The embedding size for medical codes is 100. The

kernel size and filter number for an 1-D CNN layer are 3
and 128, respectively.

• GRAM: The embedding size for medical codes is 100.
The attention size is 100. Hidden units for RNN is 128.

• Dipole: The embedding size for visits is 256. We choose
concatenation-based attention and the attention size is
128. Hidden units for RNN is 128.

• Timeline: The embedding size for medical codes is 100.
The attention size is 100. Hidden units for RNN is 128.

• G-BERT: The parameters are the same as (Shang et al.
2019). (1) GAT: The embedding size for medical codes
is 75, the number of attention heads is 4; (2) BERT: the
hidden size is 300. The position-wise feed-forward net-
works include 2 hidden layers with 4 attention heads for
each layer. The dimension of each hidden layer is 300.

• HiTANet: The parameter are the same as (Luo et al.
2020). (1) HiTANet: the dense space size for diseases is
256. The space size for time interval, query vector size,
and latent space size for time interval are 64. (2) Trans-
former: the attention size is 64. The number of attention
heads is 4. The size of middle feed-forward network is
1024.

• CGL: The embedding size for diseases and patients are
32 and 16. The graph layer number is 2. The hidden size
for patients and diseases are 32, 64, and 128. Hidden
units for RNN are 200.


